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This invention relates to a safety device 
for use in saw mills, and has reference in 
particular to a safety device to be associated 
with machines of that type commonly known 

is as “bolters,” such as are used for sawing 
slabs of wood into narrow strips for the 
manufacture of laths, broom handles, or the 
like; such machines comprising a plurality 
of circular saws in spaced relation on a 

10 driving shaft, and which operate on the 
slabs of wood which are fed thereto by up 
per and lower sets of feed rolls. 

Explanatory to the invention, it will be 
here stated that Wooden slabs of the type 

15 used for making laths, or broom handles, 
etc., are not of the best grade material, and 
are aften irregular in shape, split and 
knotted. Splinters or fragments often 
break from the slab during the sawing and 

20 are thrown back toward the operator by the 
revolving saws. The difficulty heretofore 
encountered in providing safety devices for 
this type of machine has been to close the 
constantly varying opening between the feed 

25 rolls on each side of the slab which is being 
sawed sufficiently close to the saws as to pre 
vent the slivers, or fragments, from being 
thrown back by the saws in the direction of 
the operator. Serious injury often results 

30 by reason of this lack of protection. 
In view of the above, it has been the prin 

cipal object of this invention to provide a 
safety means which will in no way inter 
fere with feeding of the slabs to the saws, 
but will positively protect the operator, or 
person feeding the slabs to the saws, against 
damage by any splinters, slivers, or frag 
ments, which might be driven back by the 
saws through the opening between the feed 
rollers at the sides of the slabs. 
More specifically stated, the invention re 

sides in the provision of a safety device of 
this character that is formed by a plurality 
of pivoted fingers supported in juxtaposi 
tion and together forming a shield or cur 
tain between the saws and the operator; 
these fingers being movable to permit the 
passing of the slabs to the saws, but will 
immediately drop back in place to close any 

50 opening through which splinters might be 
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thrown back by the saws, and only those 
fingers that are actually engaged by a slab 
being moved and the remaining fingers re 
tain their place to maintain the shielding 
effect. - 

Other objects of the invention reside in 
the details of construction and in the com 
bination of the various parts and in their 
mode of operation, as will hereinafter be 
described. 60 

In accomplishing these objects, I have pro 

55 

vided the improved details of construction, 
the preferred forms of which are illustrated 
in the accompanying drawings, wherein 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a 
“bolter' equipped with a safety device em. 
bodying the present invention. 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal section of the 
machine. 

Figure 3 is a cross section taken on the 
line 3-3 in Figure 2. 

Referring more in detail to the draw 
ings- - 

Briefly describing the machine to which 
the invention is here applied, 1 designates a 
horizontal, driven shaft on which a plural 
ity of circular saws 2 are mounted in spaced 
apart relation, and 3 designates a horizontal 
table across which wooden slabs, as desig 
nated at 4, may be passed by an operator 
between lower and upper sets of feed rolls 
5 and 6 which advance the slabs against the 
saws. It is to be understood that the specific 
arrangement of the feed rolliers and the man 
ner in which they are revolubly driven is 
immaterial to the present invention, except 
that they should be properly alined with the 
saws and in proper relation to each other 
that, when driven, they will deliver the slabs 
directly against the saws; the saws, in this 90 
instance, all being of the same diameter and 
are revolved in the direction of the arrow 
placed thereon which is against the direc 
tion of travel of the slabs. Heretofore, 
when splinters, or slivers, broke from the 
slabs, they were driven back by the revolv 
ing saws through the space at opposite sides 
of the slab between the upper and lower feed 
rollers, and considerable damage has re- 10c 
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. . . . delivered from the feed rolls to the S:tw's. 
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sulted to the operators by reason of being 
struck by these splinters or slivers. 

In Figure 1, I have illustrated the slab 4 
as having a recess at one side, as at 8, and I 
have shown, in dotted lines, at 9, the line 
of the cut which the saw Will make. It is 
apparent that when this piece of slab is re 
leased by the saw entering the recess, it will 
be thrown back by the saw, and it is for the 
purpose of overcoming the element of dan 
ger to the operator from such pieces being 
thrown back, that the present invention has 
been devised. 
The protective device, or safety device, 

which I have provided, and which is em 
bodied by the present invention consists of 
a plurality of fingers 10 formed from flat 
strips of metal, which are pivotally mounted 
in edge to edge relation on a shaft 11 which 
extends transversely of the machine frame 
below the feed rolls. These fingers are in 
dependently movable and in their side by 

relation form a closed shield, or curtain, 
between the saws and the opening between 
the upper and lower feed rollers. The fin 
gers are disposed in an inclined position, as 
shown in Figure 2, and their upper ends 
project across the path of travel of slabs 

- 30 Weights, as at 12, are attached to the lover 
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ends of the fingers to yieldingly retail the 
upper ends in their protective position. 
When a slab is advanced across the table 
and between the feed rollers to the saw, it 
pushes down only those finger's with which 
it engages and the remaining fingel's retain 
their position and thus close the open space 
between the rolls at the opposite sides of 
the slab. 
In the present instance, the fingers have 

been shown to be bent at their upper ends 
in an irregular form for the purpose of 
avoiding interference with the feed rolls, 
and given an angular bend at their lower 
ends which are weighted in order that the 
weight will have the desired effect. 
Should it be desired to move all of the 

fingers to a position below the path of the 
slab, this may be done by rotation of a shaft 
14 that is extended across the machine be 
low the lower end portions of the fingers, 
and which is rotatably mounted in supports 
15-15. An eccentric crank portion 16 of 
the shaft supports the fingers, and by rota 
tion of the shaft they are all raised, to there 
by cause the upper ends to swing down 
wardly. A lever 17 is fixed to the shaft to 
rotate it for this purpose. 

60 

slab is passing. They automatically adjust 

The fingers, so arranged, provide a con 
tinuous, protective shield between the oper 
ator and the saws, and at all times closes 
the space between the upper and lower feed 
rolls except that space through which the 
themselves to slabs of different width and 

Weight: 
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effectively serve the purpose for which they 
are intended. 
Having thus described my invention what 

I claim as new therein and desire to secure 
by Letters Patent, is: 

1. In a bolting machine, or the like, a 
series of saws in spaced relation on a driven 
shaft, a feed table, a set of feed rolls be 
tween which slabs may be fed from the 
table to the saws, a cross shaft beneath the 
table, a series of fingers pivotally and yield 
ably supported by the cross shaft in side 
by side relation with their upper end por 
tions extended across the path of the slab 
between the saws and feed rolls and to 
gether forming a protective shield; said 
fingel's being yieldable downwardly for pas 
sage of the siabs to the saws. 

2. In a bolting machine, or the like, a 
series of saws in spaced relation on a driven 
shaft, a feed table, a set of feed rolls be 
tween which slabs may be fed from the table 
to the saws, a cross shaft beneath the table, 
a series of fingel's pivotally and yieldably 
supported by the cross shaft in side by side 
relation with their upper end portions ex 
tended across the path of the siab between 
the saws aid feed rolls and together forming 
a prote:{i shield: said fingers having 

l, whereby their upper 
ends are yi retailed in protective 
position, and me:}}s wine reby the ?ingei's may 
all be innoved fro: liotective position. 

3. in a bolting machine, or the like, a 
series of savy's in spaced relation on a driven 
shaft, a feed tai):e, a set of feed rolls be 
tween which slabs inlay be feel from the table 
to the saws, a cross shaft beneath the table, 
a series of finger's pivotally and yieldably 
supported by the cross shaft in side by side 
relation with t upper end portions ex 
tended across the path of the slab between 
the saws and feed rolls and together form 
ing a protective shield; said fingers having 
weighted lower ends whereby their upper 
ends are yieldably retained in protective po 
sition, and a rotatably mounted cross shaft 
having an eccentitic portion engaging with 
the lower ends of said fingers and means for 
rotating the shaft to cause all the fingers 
to be moved on their supporting shaft from 
the path of the slabs. 

Signed at Tacoma, Washington, this 9th 
day of December, 1929. 

MICHAEL P. BURROWS. 
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